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Introduction
Lung hilar and mediastinal lymph node (LN) 
enlargement is frequently involved in lung cancer, 

mediastinal tumors, tuberculosis, and sarcoidosis. 
Biopsy of the enlarged hilar and mediastinal LNs 
is necessary for the diagnosis of these diseases. 

Slow-pull capillary technique versus suction 
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guided transbronchial needle aspiration 
for diagnosing diseases involving hilar and 
mediastinal lymph node enlargement
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Abstract
Background: Endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-
TBNA) is a widely used, safe, and accurate technique for obtaining pathological specimens 
to be used in the diagnosis of diseases involving lung hilar and mediastinal lymph node (LN) 
enlargement. However, application of the suction technique during EBUS-TBNA remains 
controversial. In addition, the effectiveness of the slow-pull capillary technique for the 
diagnosis of pancreatic masses was recently reported. The aim of this study was to compare 
the diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA using these two techniques.
Methods: The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value (NPV), positive 
predictive value (PPV), and availability of tissue cores of the suction and slow-pull capillary 
techniques were studied retrospectively in patients who underwent EBUS-TBNA for the 
diagnosis of diseases involving lung hilar and mediastinal LN enlargement.
Results: A total of 97 patients with hilar and mediastinal LN enlargement underwent 
EBUS-TBNA; 30 patients underwent the suction technique, 56 patients underwent the slow-
pull capillary technique, 5 patients underwent both techniques, and 6 patients had failed 
operations. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, NPV, PPV, and the number of tissue cores 
obtained with the suction and slow-pull capillary techniques were 66.67% versus 85.71% 
(p = 0.039), 43.75% versus 85.42% (p < 0.001), 92.86% versus 87.5% (p > 0.05), 59.09% versus 
50% (p > 0.05), 87.5% versus 97.62% (p > 0.05), and 19 versus 50 (p = 0.004), respectively. In both 
univariate and multivariate analyses, the acquisition of tissue core was significantly associated 
with the diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA. Moreover, the slow-pull capillary technique 
was significantly associated with the acquisition of tissue core in EBUS-TBNA. There were no 
significant differences between the two groups in the blood contamination of samples.
Conclusions: Use of the slow-pull capillary technique in EBUS-TBNA can significantly 
increase the accuracy related to the diagnosis of diseases involving hilar and mediastinal LN 
enlargement by improving the acquisition of tissue core.
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Real-time ultrasound-guided bronchoscopy, termed 
endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial 
needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA), was first applied 
in clinical practice in 2002.1 This technique allows 
the enlarged hilar and mediastinal LNs to be visu-
alized in real time, and measures the size of LNs 
during bronchoscopy, which can be used to guide 
TBNA. Currently, it is a widely used, safe, and 
accurate technique for obtaining a pathological 
specimen from hilar and mediastinal LNs.2–5 It 
exhibits a diagnostic yield similar to that of surgi-
cal mediastinoscopy; however, it is associated 
with a lower complication rate.6 The LNs that 
can be punctured using EBUS-TBNA are at sta-
tions 2R, 2L, 4R, 4L, 7, 10R, 10L, 11R, 11L, 
12R, and 12L.7 EBUS-TBNA has improved the 
results of diagnostic sampling when attempting to 
diagnose hilar and mediastinal diseases, especially 
for lung tumors, sarcoidosis, and tuberculosis.8,9 
However, Muthu and colleagues reported that, 
among 151 patients with clinically suspected sar-
coidosis, there was no difference in the diagnostic 
yield of EBUS-TBNA (which is the proportion of 
patients in whom the technique yielded a defini-
tive diagnosis out of the total number of patients 
who underwent the technique) between different 
sizes of aspiration needles.10 Of note, the diagnos-
tic yield of  EBUS-TBNA is the proportion of 
patients in whom the technique yielded a defini-
tive diagnosis. Nevertheless, the EBUS-TBNA 
technique requires further optimization.

In general, EBUS-TBNA sampling is performed 
under negative pressure created by suction, which 
is produced by applying a syringe to the needle.11 
However, the application of suction during 
EBUS-TBNA has been controversial.12 Use of 
negative pressure created by suction during 
EBUS-TBNA allows the collection of large cyto-
logical samples.13 However, a comparison of the 
samples obtained through endoscopic ultrasound-
guided fine needle aspiration (EUS-FNA) in LNs 
with and without suction showed that the quality 
of the samples without suction was significantly 
better owing to the lower rate of blood contami-
nation.14 In line with this, some clinicians suggest 
that suction may increase tissue damage at the 
biopsy site, leading to more bleeding and poorer 
specimen quality, and thereby reducing the diag-
nostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA. A randomized 
controlled study investigated the effects of differ-
ent EBUS-TBNA techniques (i.e. suction plus a 
stylet, suction only, and stylet only) on the diag-
nostic yield. The results did not reveal significant 

differences among the techniques.15 Therefore, 
we explored the availability of another technique 
for use during EBUS-TBNA that could improve 
the quality of specimens and increase the diag-
nostic accuracy.

One alternative to the suction technique is the 
slow-pull capillary technique, which involves a 
minimal suction force. Nakai and colleagues 
reported that, among 97 EUS-FNA procedures 
for 93 patients with pancreatic solid lesions, the 
slow-pull capillary technique was associated with 
less blood contamination and better diagnostic 
yield than the suction technique.16 Lee and col-
leagues also found that the slow-pull capillary 
technique had a higher diagnostic yield than the 
suction technique in pancreatic disease.17 
Although the slow-pull capillary technique is 
increasingly being used for the diagnosis of diges-
tive diseases, there is currently no evidence 
regarding its use in respiratory diseases. Therefore, 
the aim of this study was to compare the diagnos-
tic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA using the suction 
technique and the slow-pull capillary technique.

Methods

Patients
Consecutive patients with hilar and mediastinal 
LN enlargement who underwent EBUS-TBNA 
between January 2016 and November 2018 at the 
Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical 
University (Beijing, China) were studied retro-
spectively. Inclusion criteria were: age 18–80 years; 
chest computed tomography showing hilar or 
mediastinal LN enlargement; no contraindications 
for bronchoscopy; and signed informed consent 
provided by the patient. Exclusion criteria were: 
severe coagulation dysfunction; severe cardiopul-
monary dysfunction; acute asthma attack or mas-
sive haemoptysis; poor general condition and 
physical weakness without tolerance for anaesthe-
sia or allergy to narcotic drugs; use of both suction 
and slow-pull capillary techniques; failure of the 
EBUS-TBNA procedure; incomplete patient 
information; and lack of signed informed consent.

LN stations were classified in accordance with 
the LN map produced by the International 
Association for the Study of Lung Cancer.18 We 
evaluated patient characteristics, including demo-
graphic information, complications, and final 
cytological and histological diagnoses.
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This study was approved by the ethics committee 
of Beijing Friendship Hospital (2018-P2-150-
02). The patient enrolment process is shown in 
Figure 1.

EBUS-TBNA procedure
In all patients, the EBUS-TBNA operations were 
performed by the same experienced endoscopic 
physician. All patients received topical anaesthesia 
(lidocaine 2%), while their vital signs and arterial 
oxygen saturation were monitored continuously 
during the whole operation. EBUS-TBNA was 
performed using an EBUS device (BF-UC260FW; 
Olympus Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Following the 
detection of an enlarged LN or peribronchial mass 
by EBUS, color doppler ultrasound was used to 
determine the optimal biopsy site. The diameters 
of both the long and short axes of the LN or peri-
bronchial mass were measured and recorded.

The TBNA biopsies were performed using a spe-
cial 22-gauge needle (ECHO-HD-22-EBUS-O; 
Cook Ireland Ltd., Limerick, Ireland). The suc-
tion technique was performed as follows: after 
identification and measurement of the target, a 
needle was used to puncture the LN or peribron-
chial mass. Immediately after puncture, the stylet 
was pushed onto the target to reduce the presence 
of tracheobronchial cells in the specimen. 
Subsequently, it was completely removed, and a 

10-ml negative pressure vacuum syringe was 
applied. The needle was fanned through the tar-
get LN or peribronchial mass, and to-and-fro 
movements were performed ⩾20 times under 
continuous doppler ultrasonic monitoring. The 
slow-pull capillary technique was performed as 
follows: after identification and measurement of 
the target, a needle was used to puncture the LN 
or peribronchial mass with the stylet in place. 
Immediately after puncture, the stylet was pushed 
onto the target to reduce the presence of tracheo-
bronchial cells in the specimen. Subsequently, 
the needle was fanned through the target LN or 
peribronchial mass, and ⩾20 to-and-fro move-
ments were performed under continuous doppler 
ultrasonic monitoring. At the same time, the sty-
let was slowly and continuously pulled to create 
weak negative pressure. Each LN or peribron-
chial mass was subjected to ⩾2–3 needle passes 
to ensure the effectiveness of the puncture tech-
nique and quality of puncture specimens (based 
on rapid-on-site evaluation performed by a 
pathologist).19 After each puncture, the stylet was 
reinserted to push the contents out.

Pathological evaluation of samples
The samples acquired using the suction and slow-
pull capillary techniques were processed for cyto-
logical and histological evaluation. Tissue cores 
were immersed in formalin solution and subjected 
to histopathological examination. In the absence 
of a tissue core, the contents were pressed onto a 
glass slide, immersed in 96% methanol for 
⩾10 min and subjected to cytopathological exam-
ination. Rapid on-site evaluation was performed. 
All samples were assessed histologically for blood 
contamination. Blood contamination was catego-
rized as follows: low (no or few blood cells influ-
encing the diagnosis), moderate (sample partially 
obscured by blood cells, but pathological diagno-
sis possible), and high (large numbers of blood 
cells, rendering pathological diagnosis difficult).20 
All pathological diagnoses were reached by 
pathologists at the Beijing Friendship Hospital, 
Capital Medical University, Beijing, China.

Diagnosis gold standard
The final pathological diagnosis was based on all 
available cytological and histological samples. In 
cases with negative pathological results (i.e. no 
diagnosis of specific disease), we aimed to follow 
up the patients for ⩾6 months.

Figure 1. Flow chart of patient enrolment.
EBUS-TBNA, Endobronchial ultrasound-guided 
transbronchial needle aspiration.
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM 
SPSS Statistics software version 20.0 (IBM 
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Continuous varia-
bles are presented as mean ± standard deviation. 
A t test was used to compare continuous data. 
Pearson’s Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test were 
used to compare count data. Univariate and mul-
tivariate logistic regression analyses were per-
formed to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy and 
acquisition of tissue core of the two techniques. 
The potential predictors comprised the long-axis 
diameter of the LN or mass (<30 mm versus 
⩾30 mm), short-axis diameter of the LN or mass 
(<15 mm versus ⩾15 mm), EBUS-TBNA tech-
nique (suction versus slow-pull capillary capil-
lary), acquisition of tissue core, and the final 
pathology (benign versus malignant result). A p 
value < 0.05 in a two-tailed test indicated a statis-
tically significant difference.

Results
A total of 106 registered patients required EBUS-
TBNA for diagnosis between January 2016 and 
November 2018. Of those, four patients could 
not undergo the examination due to severe cough, 
and five had missing clinical data. A total of 97 
patients were included in the study. Among those, 

30 patients underwent EBUS-TBNA with the 
suction technique, 56 patients underwent EBUS-
TBNA with the slow-pull capillary technique, 5 
patients underwent both the suction and slow-
pull capillary techniques, and 6 patients had failed 
operations. The flow chart for patient enrolment 
is shown in Figure 1. We observed the patients 
48 h after EBUS-TBNA, and there were no seri-
ous complications recorded in the two groups. 
The baseline characteristics of the patients and 
the final diagnoses are summarized in Table 1. 
There were no significant differences in age, 
height, or weight between the two groups. The 
final diagnosis was malignant tumor for 45 
patients (52.3%; suction versus slow-pull, 6 versus 
39, respectively), nonspecific inflammation for 20 
patients (23.3%; suction versus slow-pull, 13 ver-
sus 7, respectively), sarcoidosis for 16 patients 
(18.6%; suction versus slow-pull, 9 versus 7, 
respectively), tuberculosis for 3 patients (3.5%; 
suction versus slow-pull, 1 versus 2, respectively), 
hemophagocytic syndrome for 1 patient (1.2%; 
suction versus slow-pull, 1 versus 0, respectively), 
and cryptogenic organizing pneumonia for 1 
patient (1.2%; suction versus slow-pull, 0 versus 1, 
respectively).

In total, 79 LNs (suction versus slow-pull, 28 ver-
sus 51, respectively) and seven peribronchial 

Table 1. General characteristics of the included patients.

Standard suction (n = 30) % Slow-pull (n = 56) % p value

Gender, female/male 13/17 16/40  

Age, years 54.7 ± 13.14 59 ± 12.2 0.133

Height, cm 1.67 ± 0.09 1.67 ± 0.06 0.920

Weight, kg 68.85 ± 12.86 64.03 ± 11.43 0.078

Final diagnosis, n

 Nonspecific inflammation 13 (43.3) 7 (12.5)  

 Sarcoidosis 9 (30) 7 (12.5)  

 Malignant tumor 6 (20) 39 (69.6)  

 Tuberculosis 1 (3.3) 2 (3.6)  

 Hemophagocytic syndrome 1 (3.3) 0 (0)  

 Cryptogenic organizing pneumonia 0 (0) 1 (1.8)  

Number of tissue cores obtained 19 (63.3) 50 (89.3) 0.004
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masses (suction versus slow-pull, 2 versus 5, 
respectively) were punctured; 21 were at station 
4R (suction versus slow-pull, 8 versus 13, respec-
tively), 5 were at station 4L (suction versus slow-
pull, 2 versus 3, respectively), 35 were at station 7 
(suction versus slow-pull, 13 versus 22, respec-
tively), 1 was at station 10R (suction versus slow-
pull, 0 versus 1), 3 were at station 10L (suction 
versus slow-pull, 2 versus 1, respectively), 5 were 
at station 11R (suction versus slow-pull, 0 versus 
5, respectively6 six were at station 11L (suction 
versus slow-pull, 1 versus 5, respectively), 2 were 
at station 12R (suction versus slow-pull, 2 versus 
0, respectively), and 1 was at station 12L (suction 
versus slow-pull, 0 versus 1, respectively). The LN 
sizes in the suction and slow-pull groups were 
also compared. The analysis did not reveal a sig-
nificant difference in the long-axis diameter; how-
ever, there was a statistically significant difference 
in the short-axis diameter (p = 0.003). There was 
no statistically significant difference in the size of 
the peribronchial mass between the two groups. 

The location and size of LNs, as well as the size of 
the peribronchial mass, are shown in Table 2.

The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, negative 
predictive value (NPV), positive predictive value 
(PPV), and the number of tissue cores obtained 
using the suction and slow-pull techniques during 
EBUS-TBNA were 66.67% versus 85.71%, 
43.75% versus 85.42%, 92.86% versus 87.5%, 
59.09% versus 50%, 87.5% versus 97.62%, and 
19 versus 50, respectively. The accuracy and sen-
sitivity of the two techniques was significantly dif-
ferent (p = 0.039 and p < 0.001, respectively). 
The acquisition of tissue core was also signifi-
cantly different (p = 0.004). However, the accu-
racy of benign conditions, accuracy of malignant 
conditions, specificity, NPV, and PPV of the two 
techniques were not significantly different 
(p > 0.05). The comparison of the accuracy, sen-
sitivity, specificity, NPV, PPV and the acquisition 
of tissue core between the two techniques is 
shown in Table 3. There were no statistically 

Table 2. Comparison of the lymph node stations and the size of the lymph nodes and masses punctured 
between the two techniques.

Standard suction (n = 30) Slow-pull (n = 56) p value

Lymph node station 28 51  

 4R 8 13  

 4L 2 3  

 7 13 22  

 10R 0 1  

 10L 2 1  

 11R 0 5  

 11L 1 5  

 12R 2 0  

 12L 0 1  

Lymph node  

 Long-axis diameter 2.54 ± 0.78 2.83 ± 0.81 0.118

 Short-axis diameter 1.66 ± 0.54 2.07 ± 0.58 0.003

Mass 2 5  

 Long-axis diameter 5.98 ± 0.88 6.36 ± 2.82 0.865

 Short-axis diameter 4.93 ± 0.18 5.24 ± 2.45 0.869
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significant differences in the blood contamination 
of samples between the two techniques (p > 0.05) 
(Table 4).

The univariate analysis of factors affecting the 
diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA among all 
patients enrolled in this study is shown in Table 5. 
We assessed the associations with the long-axis 
diameter of the LN or mass (<30 mm versus 
⩾30 mm), short-axis diameter of the LN or mass 
(<15 mm versus ⩾15 mm), EBUS-TBNA tech-
nique (suction versus slow-pull), acquisition of 
tissue core, and final pathology. We found that 
the slow-pull capillary technique [odds ratio 
(OR): 3, p = 0.043] and the acquisition of tissue 
core (OR: 5.244, p = 0.005) increased the diag-
nostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA. In the multi-
variate analysis of factors affecting the diagnostic 
accuracy of EBUS-TBNA among all patients 
enrolled in this study, the acquisition of tissue 
core (OR: 6.673, p = 0.008) continued to exhibit 
a significant association (Table 5).

The univariate analysis of factors affecting the 
acquisition of tissue core in EBUS-TBNA among 

all patients enrolled in this study is shown in 
Table 6. We assessed the associations with the 
long-axis diameter of the LN or mass (<30 mm 
versus ⩾30 mm), short-axis diameter of the LN or 
mass (<15 mm versus ⩾15 mm), EBUS-TBNA 
technique (suction versus slow-pull), and final 
pathology (benign versus malignant result). We 
found that the slow-pull capillary technique 
increased the acquisition of tissue core in EBUS-
TBNA (OR: 4.825, p = 0.006). In the multivari-
ate analysis of factors affecting the acquisition of 
tissue core of EBUS-TBNA among all patients 
enrolled in this study, the slow-pull capillary tech-
nique (OR: 4.638, p = 0.023) continued to dem-
onstrate a significant association (Table 6).

Discussion
In recent years, the slow-pull capillary technique has 
been applied to EUS-FNA. It was first proposed by 
Chen and colleagues in 2011.21 During this sam-
pling process, a weak suction force is created due to 
the continuous withdrawal of the stylet, and the 
sample is drawn into the needle. In this study, we 
compared the outcomes of EBUS-TBNA using the 

Table 3. Comparison of diagnostic accuracy between the two techniques.

Standard suction (n = 30) % Slow-pull (n = 56) % p value

Accuracy (total) 66.67 85.71 0.039

Accuracy (benign) 65.22 82.35 0.231

Accuracy (malignant) 71.43 87.18 0.287

Sensitivity 43.75 85.42 <0.001

Specificity 92.86 87.5 0.674

NPV 40.91 50 0.593

PPV 87.5 97.62 0.181

NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

Table 4. Comparison of blood contamination between the two techniques.

Standard suction (n = 30) Slow-pull (n = 56) p value

Blood contamination 0.4274

Low 21 46  

Moderate 6 7  

High 3 3  
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suction and slow-pull capillary techniques. 
According to the results of the cytological and histo-
pathological analyses, the specificity, NPV, and 
PPV of the two techniques were not significantly 
different. However, the accuracy and sensitivity of 
the slow-pull capillary technique were significantly 
higher than those of the suction technique. We also 
found that the diagnostic accuracy of the slow-pull 
capillary technique was significantly higher than 
that of the suction technique, and the slow-pull cap-
illary technique was significantly associated with the 
diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA in both uni-
variate and multivariate analyses. There was no sig-
nificant difference in blood contamination of 
samples between the two groups.

The diagnosis of mediastinal diseases is difficult 
owing to the complicated anatomy of the 

mediastinum and the various aetiologies of the 
potential diseases. EBUS-TBNA is a safe and 
accurate examination associated with few compli-
cations and low rates of nondiagnostic and false-
negative biopsies.3 A meta-analysis of 14 studies 
on EBUS-TBNA reported an overall sensitivity 
of 66.2% and a specificity of 99.3%.22 In the cur-
rent study, the sensitivity of the suction technique 
(43.75%) and slow-pull capillary technique 
(85.42%) was lower and higher than the average, 
respectively. Of note, the difference between the 
sensitivity of the suction technique and slow-pull 
capillary technique observed in this study was sta-
tistically significant. However, the diagnostic 
accuracy of EBUS-TBNA has shown significant 
heterogeneity between studies in terms of sensi-
tivity and NPV.23 Numerous factors may contrib-
ute to these differences and be related to the 

Table 5. Univariate and multivariate analyses of diagnostic accuracy.

Clinical parameter No. Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

 OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value

Long-axis diameter of lymph 
node/mass

0.875
(0.307–2.495)

0.803  

 <3.0 cm 50  

 ⩾3.0 cm 36  

Short-axis diameter of lymph 
node/mass

0.65
(0.167–2.533)

0.65  

 <1.5 cm 19  

 ⩾1.5 cm 67  

Technique 3
(1.033–8.712)

0.043 1.884
(0.517–6.867)

0.337

 Standard suction 30  

 Slow-pull 56  

Acquisition of tissue core 5.244
(1.637–16.806)

0.005 6.673
(1.628–27.355)

0.008

 Yes 69  

 No 17  

Malignant/benign condition 2.113
(0.73–6.115)

0.168  

 Benign condition 40  

 Malignant condition 46  
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underlying disease status of the patients. In par-
ticular, the diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and 
specificity of EBUS-TBNA for malignant dis-
eases tend to be higher than the corresponding 
values for benign diseases; in addition, the results 
also differed for various types of tumors.24,25 
This evidence was also supported by another 
study involving patients before definitive diag-
nosis, in which the corresponding values were 
also different.26 In the current study, the enrolled 
patients were not definitively diagnosed prior to 
the operation, and the final diagnoses included 
malignant tumor, tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, non-
specific inflammation, hemophagocytic syn-
drome, and cryptogenic organizing pneumonia. 
We hypothesized that the differences in accuracy, 
sensitivity, specificity, NPV, and PPV between 
our study and other studies may be attributed to 
the undetermined actual disease condition of 
patients prior to the operation.

The suction technique with a 10-ml syringe is 
widely used in EBUS-TBNA, increasing the cel-
lularity of the specimen versus the nonsuction 

approach. However, there is ongoing dispute 
regarding the role of suction during EBUS-
TBNA. Casal and colleagues compared EBUS-
TBNA biopsy with and without suction in 115 
patients (192 LNs). They did not show signifi-
cant differences in sample adequacy, diagnostic 
yield, and specificity between the two tech-
niques.12 Similarly, Scholten and colleagues 
investigated 121 patients (199 LNs), and also 
concluded that the use of suction or the stylet 
provided with EBUS-TBNA did not affect the 
diagnostic yield.27 Boonsarngsuk and colleagues 
compared EBUS-TBNA with three levels of neg-
ative pressure (i.e. 0, 20, and 40 ml), showing that 
the diagnostic yield of EBUS-TBNA with suction 
was higher than EBUS-TBNA biopsy without 
suction. They also found that higher negative 
pressure was superior to lower negative pressure 
for obtaining adequate cytological specimens.28

Similar to the use of a suction technique during 
EBUS-TBNA, the use of a suction technique 
during EUS-FNA remains controversial. Data 
from a randomized controlled trial conducted by 

Table 6. Univariate and multivariate analyses of the acquisition of tissue core.

Clinical parameter No. Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

 OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value

Long-axis diameter of lymph 
node/mass

1.958
(0.622–6.159)

0.251  

 <3.0 cm 50  

 ⩾3.0 cm 36  

Short-axis diameter of lymph 
node/mass

4.687
(1.484–14.802)

0.008 4.118
(1.012–16.759)

0.048

 <1.5 cm 19  

 ⩾1.5 cm 67  

Technique 4.825
(1.564–14.88)

0.006 4.638
(1.23–17.492)

0.023

 Standard suction 30  

 Slow-pull 56  

Malignant/benign condition 1.857
(0.633–5.451)

0.26  

 Benign condition 40  

 Malignant condition 46  
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Wani suggest that the suction technique should 
not be recommended during EUS-FNA of LNs. 
This recommendation is based on the increased 
risk of blood contamination of specimens and 
lack of effect on the overall diagnostic yield.29 
However, a randomized controlled trial of EUS-
FNA for pancreatic solid masses with and with-
out suction showed that suction increased the risk 
of blood contamination but also resulted in higher 
cellularity and sensitivity.30 Furthermore, a rand-
omized trial of 352 patients who underwent EUS-
FNA for pancreatic masses compared the suction 
technique with that without suction. The results 
showed that the suction technique required a 
greater number of punctures to obtain an ade-
quate sample and was linked to more blood con-
tamination versus the technique without suction. 
Moreover, the diagnostic accuracy of the suction 
technique was also lower than that of the tech-
nique without suction.31 In summary, it appears 
that the negative pressure created by suction in 
EUS-FNA increases the risk of blood contamina-
tion of samples, which may affect the results of 
the cytological analysis.

The slow-pull capillary technique is a new method 
involving a very weak suction force. An experi-
mental study showed that the suction force pro-
duced by the slow-pull capillary technique with a 
22-gauge needle was <2.0 kPa, which is signifi-
cantly lower than that of the suction techniques 
involving 10-ml and 20-ml syringes.32 This slight 
suction can assist in obtaining sufficient samples 
with minimal blood contamination.20,33 However, 
the application of the slow-pull capillary tech-
nique in EUS-FNA has been controversial. On 
the one hand, Kin and colleagues, concluded that 
the diagnostic accuracy was not significantly dif-
ferent between the suction and slow-pull capillary 
techniques in 40 patients with pancreatic solid 
lesions. However, the slow-pull capillary tech-
nique allowed the collection of high-quality speci-
mens without blood contamination.20 Similarly, 
another study showed that the diagnostic yield of 
EUS-FNA with the slow-pull capillary technique 
and suction technique was similar, though the 
former led to less blood contamination.34 On the 
other hand, Wang and colleagues reported that 
the diagnostic accuracy of EUS-FNA with the 
slow-pull capillary technique was significantly 
superior to that achieved with suction using a 
5-ml syringe and a 10-ml syringe.35 In another 
study of 48 patients, the slow-pull capillary with 
fanning technique during EUS-FNA for 

pancreatic masses had a significantly superior 
diagnostic accuracy than the suction technique 
(88% versus 71%, respectively, p = 0.044). 
Moreover, use of the slow-pull capillary with fan-
ning technique significantly reduced the risk of 
blood contamination of specimens (p = 0.041).17

Although there has been some controversy regard-
ing the use of the slow-pull capillary technique 
during EUS-FNA, we found some advantages 
associated with the use of this technique during 
EBUS-TBNA. We compared the results of 
EBUS-TBNA using the suction and slow-pull 
capillary techniques, and found that significantly 
higher diagnostic accuracy and sensitivity were 
obtained when the latter was applied. In addition, 
there was no significant difference in blood con-
tamination between the two groups. However, in 
patients eventually diagnosed with malignant 
tumors or benign conditions, the results showed 
that there was no significant difference in diag-
nostic accuracy between the slow-pull capillary 
technique and suction technique. Regarding the 
above results, we consider that this was a retro-
spective study with a small total sample size. 
Following the independent analysis of cases diag-
nosed with benign diseases or malignant tumors, 
the number of cases in each group was much 
smaller, which affected the statistical results.

Histological specimens can improve the diagnos-
tic accuracy of diseases involving hilar and medi-
astinal LN enlargement. The complete tissue 
structure of the material was more comprehen-
sively and clearly observed in the histological 
specimen compared with the cytological speci-
men. However, most studies of EBUS-TBNA did 
not analyze the ability of each technique to pro-
vide histological samples. The biopsy specimens 
were mostly cytological specimens, and the col-
lection of histological specimens was challeng-
ing.15,36 Using cell blocks as histological 
specimens, Žemaitis and colleagues compared 
the diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA cyto-
logical smears and cell blocks.37 The results 
showed that the diagnostic accuracy of cell blocks 
was higher than that of cytological smears. 
Furthermore, the results also showed that the 
diagnostic accuracy of the combined specimens 
was significantly higher than the individual diag-
nostic accuracy of each kind of specimen. Hopkins 
and colleagues compared the diagnostic accuracy 
on smears and cell block.38 The results showed 
that, in terms of diagnostic accuracy, the cell 
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blocks were non-inferior to smears and provided 
sufficient histological specimens. However, the 
cell blocks were not strictly histological speci-
mens. Hence, the complete LN structure could 
not be observed. In this study, we compared the 
results of EBUS-TBNA using the suction and 
slow-pull capillary techniques, and found that a 
significantly higher acquisition of tissue core was 
obtained following the application of the slow-
pull capillary technique. Additionally, the univar-
iate and multivariate analyses showed that the 
slow-pull capillary technique was an independent 
factor affecting the acquisition of tissue core of 
EBUS-TBNA. Moreover, the univariate and 
multivariate analyses showed that the acquisition 
of tissue core was an independent factor affecting 
the diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-TBNA. The 
results suggest that the slow-pull capillary tech-
nique during EBUS-TBNA could significantly 
increase the accuracy and sensitivity related to the 
diagnosis of diseases involving hilar and mediasti-
nal LN enlargement by improving the acquisition 
of tissue core.

This study had several limitations. It was a single-
center retrospective study, with a small total sam-
ple size and a relatively small number of patients 
that underwent the suction technique. These 
facts may have reduced the statistical power of 
this study to detect true differences between 
groups. In particular, there was a certain differ-
ence between the two groups in the number of 
patients eventually diagnosed with malignant 
tumors, which may result in statistical bias. 
However, all patients enrolled in this study had 
hilar or mediastinal LN enlargement due to 
unknown causes; the researchers were not biased 
in selecting the method of operation. Moreover, 
the results of this study were analyzed for the 
comprehensive accuracy, including those of the 
final diagnosis of benign and malignant diseases. 
Therefore, the results of this study have certain 
applicability and reference value in clinical prac-
tice. We plan to conduct a large, randomized, 
controlled trial to confirm the results of the pre-
sent study. However, this study was the first to 
compare the suction and slow-pull capillary tech-
niques during EBUS-TBNA.

In conclusion, EBUS-TBNA led to a high diag-
nostic accuracy and was safe for the diagnosis of 
diseases involving mediastinal and hilar LN 
enlargement. Compared with the suction tech-
nique, the slow-pull capillary technique during 

EBUS-TBNA can significantly increase the 
diagnostic accuracy related to diseases involving 
hilar and mediastinal LN enlargement by 
improving the acquisition of tissue core. 
Therefore, this technique has clinical signifi-
cance in increasing the accuracy for the diagno-
sis of diseases involving mediastinal and hilar 
LN enlargement, and is worthy of application in 
EBUS-TBNA examinations.
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